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As the academic year draws all too rapidly to a close, we can all 

look back upon a particularly exciting and productive year here 

at Baines.  As the contents of this newsletter will amply 

demonstrate, there is a huge wealth of energy, effort, 

commitment and achievement amongst our young people 

that we should celebrate and applaud.  Our school community 

is stronger than ever and we responded quickly and robustly in 

addressing the issues raised in our last Ofsted inspection and 

we have made considerable progress in further strengthening 

our already ‘improving’ school.  Clear planning, fully endorsed 

by our HMI visit, expanded leadership, focused training and 

hard work on the part of pupils, staff and governors have had 

significant input and will continue to do so in the future.

We will see several changes amongst the teaching staff in 

September as a number of colleagues are leaving us at the end of 

term.  In particular, we have three colleagues who are retiring one 

of whom, Mr Hurst, is a true elder statesman of Baines who has 

led many generations of GCSE and A Level Biology students to 

considerable success in his 28 years with the school.  Dr 

Cronshaw and Mr Dale are also leaving the profession after 

lengthy and productive service to Baines and to all three we 

extend our thanks and warmest of wishes for a long and healthy 

retirement.  To our other colleagues who are leaving owing to 

career progression or change, we again extend our thanks and 

best wishes for the future from all the pupils and staff.

In turn, this of course means that we will be welcoming ten 

new teachers to the school, the majority of whom are 

already established practitioners (several from 

Outstanding Schools) who will bring with them a range of 

new expertise and experience that will undoubtedly 

further strengthen the quality of teaching and learning on 

offer at Baines.  There will be new Subject Leaders in 

Geography and Modern Foreign Languages and Mr Mates, 

the current Subject Leader for MFL, will take up the post of 

Assistant Headteacher in September to further support 

teaching and learning at  senior level.  I will write to all 
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parent/carers in early September to introduce all our new 

colleagues, their roles and responsibilities.  

We are having a serious drive to improve the learning 

environment in our classrooms and every subject area is 

receiving extra funding to ensure that the pupils are able 

to work in orderly, stimulating and helpful surroundings 

that actively support their learning and subject 

knowledge. The rooms in N Block are also being 

re-organised so that Maths, English, Geography, History 

and Modern Foreign Languages all ‘own’ suites of 

classrooms which will reflect the subject identity and allow 

pupils to recognize as bespoke learning areas.

As well as staff and premises development there is an 

exciting pupil initiative that will have reached fruition by 

the end of term. Following a lot of research, careful 

planning and focused training, our new Student Council 

will be elected. This group will actively represent the 

student body, will meet regularly and will be able to feed 

back upon and discuss ‘live’ issues with the staff and 

governors, support future developments and 

improvements within the school.

The current GCSE and A Level examinations round is 

coming to an end and these appear to have run extremely 

smoothly this year owing in no small part to the mature, 

responsible approach of the Year 11, 12 and 13 students 

who have behaved in an exemplary manner throughout.  

We are optimistic that they will be very successful come 

results day in August and we would of course be delighted 

to welcome our Year 11 students back into the Sixth Form in 

September to pursue the next stage in their education.  

Enrolment Day is on the 25th August so we look forward to 

seeing you then.

Another particular feature of note is the success of the Duke of 

Edinburgh Award scheme in school with increasing numbers of 

participants. Baines is now a registered centre with the DofE 

Award organisation and an increasing number of our staff are 

becoming involved and formally qualified to deliver and assess 

the programme.  The highlight of the year was our invitation to 

the 60th Anniversary of the Award Scheme at Buckingham 

Palace last May. Cameron Donnelly, who recently achieved his 

Gold Award, Mrs Johnson, DofE Manager and I went to the 

Palace on behalf of the school and we were honoured that the 

Duke of Edinburgh himself addressed our party and 

congratulated our pupils on their success and I look forward to 

reporting on future Bronze and Silver Award achievements 

next year.

I have reflected only a taste of what has been going on in recent 

months and the rest of the newsletter will celebrate a wider 

variety of achievements and success but we cannot name 

everybody.  So, if you are a pupil who has earned a merit 

recently, gained a subject award or improved your subject 

grades, your success is every bit as important as the people 

mentioned here.  I would also wish to commend the hard work 

and professionalism of the staff at Baines who actively and 

earnestly support our young people in achieving their best.

Looking ahead, in 2017 we will be celebrating the school’s 

300th anniversary and we will be looking for your help in 

making this a memorable occasion.  In the meantime, please 

enjoy this edition of Baines at its Best, have an enjoyable 

summer and look forward to the next school year with 

enthusiasm and energy.   

Nil Sine Labore

R J M McCowan
Headteacher

Baines Attendance Figures
I would like to say a huge thank you to all pupils, parents and carers for responding positively to the increased focus on improving 

attendance in 2015/16.  The school has improved its attendance rate to 95.8% (upto the end of half term 4) which is now above all 

national indicators.  Persistently absent pupils are fewer than national and the number of pupils that have outstanding attendance 

(greater than 98%) is at the highest figure in recent years.

This has definitely been a team effort and I would like to also thank all the Form Tutors, Heads of House, Mrs Bailey and Mrs Cossey 

and the Pastoral Team for all their efforts in achieving our targets.

M A McGrath - Assistant Headteacher

Senior Pupils selected
Earlier this term, the pupils were identified to represent the 

school as prefects, lead prefects and head boys and girls for the 

next school year. The process consisted of a written application 

which, if successful, was followed by an interview with Mr 

Mycock, and Mrs Wright, who said of the process "This year's 

Year 10 was an incredibly strong year group and there have 

been some very good applications. I have every faith that we 

can rely on this year's team of senior pupils to represent the 

school effectively and professionally."

The new Head Boys and Head Girls are:

Oliver Medhurst and Jessica Aziz
Samuel Dow and Emily Harrison
William Pickles and Maisie Croft
Cain Donnelly and Sunni Saccomano

Of her appointment, Emily said, "I am really proud to have 

been selected to represent the school during the next year and 

I am looking forward to the challenge."

The Head Boys and Head Girls, along with their lead prefects, attended this year's celebration evening on 7th July, when they were officially 

presented with their badges. Before then, however, on the 15th June, the successful prefects partook in a fun and engaging lesson on how to 

be a prefect and what the job entails.
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NQTs
Reflections of Miss Smith -

A newly-qualified MFL Teacher
 

I remember when I first walked into Baines School for my 

interview and I instantly felt at home. The welcoming nature 

of the school is a quality which is hard to find and is a 

testimony to the staff and students who work and attend at 

Baines.

The students at Baines School are very loyal and for a 

newcomer it can be hard to break down those walls, but it 

was worth the wait because they are a joy to teach. Some 

stand out moments for me would be supporting my GCSE 

classes through their controlled assessments (lots of tears 

and wobbles but they have done themselves proud!) and 

being part of the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award trip to 

Waddecar. The behaviour of our students on the trip was 

outstanding and I am proud to be their teacher.

I am lucky to have such a supportive department and 

colleagues and I know I will be very happy in my future years 

at Baines.

Reflections of Miss Pass -
A newly-qualified Maths Teacher

 

What a year! Looking back over the last three terms, I find it 

hard to believe how much I have developed as a newly 

qualified teacher at Baines School. From my very first 

nervous day, to getting to know all my pupils, training as a 

Duke of Edinburgh Expedition Leader, the amazing Ski Trip 

with the Year 10s in February, through to briefing my Year 

11s for their first Maths GCSE exam - it has been some 

journey! I have enjoyed every minute, received plenty of 

fantastic support throughout the year and I am proud to be 

part of such a fantastic school!

Coast to Coast
for the Teenage Cancer Trust
Twenty students from Year 12 have been training hard 

throughout their exams in preparation for the annual Coast to 

Coast Cycle Ride from Bridlington to Blackpool in July.

They are training to raise money for the Teenage Cancer Trust in 

memory of three former students who lost their battle with 

Cancer whilst they were young.

Baines Sixth Form is the largest school supporter of the 

Teenage Cancer Trust in the country and we are proud that we 

have raised over £100,000 over the years, just by riding our 

bikes! We were also in the top 5% of fundraisers on the national 

Just Giving website last year, which is another great 

achievement.

This year we are hoping to raise another £5000.00 and 

appreciate any donations however small!

As in previous years, the group is being supported by Bowker 

Group in taking bikes and kit across to Bridlington, T-Print are 

supplying us with our distinctive T-shirts and Cowan and Co 

Building Consultancy are feeding the cyclists, and all for free!

In September, we were invited to the grand opening of the 

Teenage Cancer Trust’s new ward at Alder Hey and saw the 

fantastic facilities that our charity work helps to provide. This 

visit reinforced that our battle up the hills of the Pennines can 

help other young people fight their own battles and we can’t 

think of a more worthy charity!

To donate, please visit: 

www.justgiving.com/baines-bikeathon2016 or text BAIN86 

with your amount in pounds (eg £5)

to 70070 – please ask the bill payer first!
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Team Baines Girls 2016 entered Race for Life for the 12th 

consecutive year! On Wednesday 4th July 76 females associated 

with Baines School took part in the 5k charity event and in doing 

so raised a considerable amount of money for Cancer Research 

UK.

This year we dedicated our race to the memory of Sarah, a parent 

and past pupil of our school. We also ran in support of all families 

and friends of the school whose lives have been affected by 

cancer.

Baines does its best - for others!
Throughout the year our pupils have been brilliant at supporting others and have raised a considerable amount of money for them in the 

process. Some of the events that the pupils themselves have organised included Stand up for Nepal, Food Collection, Epilepsy Awareness 

Day and Blackpool Tiggers”.

The opportunity to make a donation to Race for Life and the 

Bikeathon will remain open through the summer months on 

“Just Giving.”  

For the Bikeathon
www.justgiving.com/baines-bikeathon2016

For Race for Life
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/carolrobinson7

We thank all our friends and families associated with the school

who have supported any of our charity events this year without

whose help none of the events would have been possible.

By the time this newsletter comes to print we will also have had our 2 annual, major fundraisers, Race for Life 2016 and Baines Bikeathon 

2016.
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Sixth Form Events
Leeds
On Thursday 23rd June our Year 12 students were up early to 

visit Leeds University Open Day. The open day is a great 

opportunity to experience life at a city university. The 

students were able to go to sample lectures in the different 

subject areas and spend time on campus visiting the different 

facilities and speaking to students. There was a great 

atmosphere at the open day and the students enjoyed their 

first experience of university life.

Ethics conference 
On Friday 24th June we were lucky to be able to welcome 

back Dr David Cook to our annual ethics conference. The day 

involves students listening to ethical debates before 

discussing issues in groups and presenting ideas back to Dr 

Cook. The students were complimented on their confidence 

in dealing with some ethical dilemmas and they responded 

well to the questions posed to them. The day is a great 

opportunity for students to explore issues outside of their 

academic subjects and develop their teamwork and 

communication skills. 

Leavers 
Friday 27th May saw our Year 13 students celebrate their time 

at Baines at their leavers’ prom at Singleton Lodge. The sun 

was shining and the students looked amazing in their suits 

and dresses as they sat down to their three course meal 

before celebrating into the early hours of Saturday. We wish 

our students well as they move on to their new adventures at 

university and employment.

Emma Kasmir - Head of 6th Form 

Duke of Edinburgh
Award 2015/16

This year Baines School trained, led and successfully qualified 

42 year 9 students to achieve their Duke of Edinburgh Bronze 

Award. It has been fantastic to watch our pupils work as a 

team, learn new skills and develop their independence on 

their DofE journey - Well done guys!
 

The Baines DofE Team

Mrs Johnson, Miss Mawdesley, Miss Pass and Mr West.
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Year 7 Induction Day
We welcomed our new Year 7s last Friday for their Induction Day. It was an exciting day for all involved and we look forward to working 

with them in September. The pupils were enthusiastic throughout the day and excellent ambassadors for the primary schools they 

represent. 

The Head Boys and Girls and Lead Prefects showed initiative and helped make our new intake welcome too.

Throughout the day, pupils: 

• Used their imagination (and their body parts) to soundtrack a car journey

• Built lattices that are still standing and/or hovercrafts that hovered in Design.

• Learned to introduce themselves and communicated with pupils from other schools in French.

• Worked in groups to bring a scene to life in English.

• Designed imaginative snake markings in Art.

• Burned bright and colourful metals in Science, noting the properties of each.

• Collaborated in PE in a variety of new activities.

Christmas Concert
On Wednesday 16th December the Music department held its 

annual Christmas Concert. The evening was full of a variety of 

superb musical performances and our musicians were able to 

showcase their fantastic musical talent. The audience were 

entertained by both soloists and school ensembles from our 

new Year 7 students, all the way through to our Sixth Formers. A 

former Baines student, Emily Winston, came back to compere 

the evening. The Sixth Form Charity Committee provided 

refreshments in the interval and they raised nearly £100 for 

Trinity Hospice, which is the Sixth Form’s chosen charity for the 

year.

The evening was a huge success and it was a fantastic way to 

end the first school term. Congratulations to all the students 

involved and many thanks to everyone who came and 

supported the evening. We look forward to next year’s concert. 

Mr Hobbs - Music Department
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World Book Day Trip
On 2nd March the young people of the North West came together at Preston Guild Hall to celebrate World Book Day at ‘The Biggest 

Book Show on Earth’ tour, with selected Year 7 Baines pupils amongst them.
 

A range of children’s authors and illustrators (Chris Riddell, Jonny Duddle, Sam & Mark, Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet and Cathy 

Cassidy) entertained the crowd reading from their novels and explaining how the creative process of writing worked for them. Sam 

and Mark, formerly of Pop Idol fame, and now children’s TV presenters, were the most popular attracting the largest queue at the 

book signing and getting the loudest cheers on stage.

Four Baines pupils (Jessie Nelligan W-EPA, Danny Bee T-DWD, Poppy Billinghurst F-AMA and Amelia Thompson F-DCR) even 

managed to get their five minutes of fame when they were interviewed for CBBC Newsround about their love of reading and their 

favourite fictional characters.

ILC Activities
“A book is a dream that you hold in your hand.”

– Neil Gaiman

ILC READING AWARDS
All Year 7 pupils take part in the Accelerated Reader 

Scheme, reading challenging books and taking quizzes to 

check comprehension. In July 34 Year 7 pupils received 

certificates and prizes for excellent effort and 

achievement in their reading lessons.  

PLATINUM FOR ELEANOR
Year 7 pupils are encouraged to read for pleasure and 

work their way through the Bronze, Silver and Gold 

Awards. One pupil, Eleanor Offord, has excelled and 

achieved the highest award – Platinum and was 

presented with the Reading Shield for 2016 at celebration 

Evening. 

“Before I came to Baines I wasn’t as passionate about reading as I 
am now.  I was so amazed when I saw the big library at my first ILC 
lesson.  I thought the books looked amazing.  I started picking 
titles that sounded good, challenging and improved my levels.  It 
was one of my biggest aims for Year 7 to win the Reading Shield 
but in order to do this I’d have to get my Bronze, Silver, Gold and 
Platinum Awards.  I have read a lot of good books and am now a 
Reading Millionaire, having read over 2,000,000 words on the 
Accelerated Reader Scheme. It was a bit of a shock for my mum, 
dad and grandparents when I told them I had won the Reading 
Shield. I still can’t believe it.  It has been an amazing year!”

Eleanor has now joined the ILC team of book reviewers, 

writing book reviews to encourage other students to read.

Well done, Eleanor.

BRINGING HISTORY TO LIFE
“Would you rather be rich or poor if you lived in Medieval 

times?”

This was a question asked of Year 7 pupils by a medieval 

knight who visited Baines in March. History was brought 

to life as pupils listened to stories about the contrasting 

lives of noblemen and peasants in the Middle Ages. 

“The Medieval Knight visit was extremely interesting and it was 

really good fun”  Ruby Baggaley

“The Medieval Knight visit was fun. I loved it when we got the 

chance to smell the medicine.  It was gross!”  Corey Beaumont

SHAKESPEARE
The ILC was buzzing in June when pupils researched the 

life and times of William Shakespeare and created 

colourful mind maps to represent their work. As it is the 

400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death this year, pupils 

found out about his life, his plays and life in Shakespeare’s 

time.

“The mind mapping helped me to learn about Shakespeare”

Isaac Eccles

“I found the mind mapping lesson beneficial for my revision and 

it was fun!” Jessica Nelligan



In Year 7 RE lessons our students have been enjoying working together in groups to design and make a model of a church. Their work 

should show all the features of a church which play a part in worship for the Christian believer. Once they have made their models they 

will have to present them to the class and explain their designs whilst their classmates peer assess their work.

We have got some great work from 7B who you can see in the pictures on the following page which were taken during the design stage. 

We have had lots of noise and mess during the making stage which has been fun and a great way to learn about Christian places of 

worship. 
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ILC Activities cont.
CARR HEAD AND POULTON CE SCHOOLS 

VISIT BAINES ILC

Pupils from Carr Head and Poulton CE visited Baines ILC to 

take part in activities to encourage reading and library 

use. There was great excitement as pupils became 

detectives and found out about the ILC and its resources.  

“Over the last few weeks, local primary schools have visited our 

ILC. We did lots of fun activities including reading, writing and 

playing games. First of all pupils took part in a treasure trail to 

find out information about the ILC. The next activity was 

reading. Pupils judged front covers, blurbs and opening 

paragraphs of books of different genres and then chose their 

favourite. Then it was refreshments which the children really 

enjoyed. Lastly we played a game with cotton reels and a dice, 

just like Hook a Duck! Each cotton reel contained either the 

name of an author or the title of a book. Pupils then matched 

them up. The children worked very hard and the children left 

having enjoyed a really fun morning. Thanks to Mrs Woodworth 

and Mrs Perry and all the teachers from the primary schools.”

Ellie Mercer and Harriet Clough (Year 8 Pupil Librarians)

“Thank you for giving us a great morning at your great school of 

fun and laughter. My favourite part was using teamwork in the 

author and titles game.”

Owyn, Carr Head

“I’m very grateful for the experience I have had today. I promise I 

will carry on reading in High School. At the moment I am 

reading the Divergent series and I am on the second one, 

Insurgent. I saw a picture of the Divergent book on a poster on 

the wall.”

Katie, Carr Head

PUPIL LIBRARIAN TRAINING SCHEME 
All students that express an interest are offered the 

opportunity to join our wonderful team of Pupil 

Librarians.  Being a Pupil Librarian is a great way to make 

friends within school, share a love for reading and inspire 

other students to visit the ILC.  Not only that, Pupil 

Librarians work their way up through 3 levels of training, 

gaining skills in librarianship and information 

management.   In addition to this, Pupil Librarians develop 

skills in teamwork and communicating with a variety of 

people, all of which help equip them in achieving their 

future goals. 

“We chose to become Pupil Librarians because we wanted to 

contribute to our school, help other people and it sounded like it 

would be fun! 
 

We have learnt many skills such as: how to organise the library, 

how to use the school library cataloguing computer system and 

how to work as a team.  We really enjoy interacting with pupils, 

making new friends and helping the school … the Pupil 

Librarian parties are great too!” 

Eleanor Mason, Carla Ellis & Sacha Dickinson - Year 9

In July Pupil Librarians were invited to the Pupil Librarian’s 

Conference in Blackburn. Here they had the opportunity 

to meet Librarians from across the North West. The day 

focussed on rewarding the Librarians for their 

commitment and hard work. They picked up lots of tips 

which they are looking to integrate into our ILC.

“You know you’ve read a good book when you 
turn the last page and feel a little as if you have 

lost a friend.”

– Paul Sweeney

RE Department
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Year 10 History Department
World War One Battlefields Trip 2016

From Friday the 18th to Monday the 21st of March 2016, 

pupils from Baines school travelled to the First World War 

battlefields of France and Belgium. The trip gave those 

that took History a perfect opportunity to explore and 

experience what life was like for those fighting in the First 

World War. 

In the early hours of Friday the 18th those participating 

congregated outside of Baines school awaiting a coach. 

The coach took the group from the school to Dover where 

it boarded a ferry. The ferry then crossed the English 

Channel to Calais in France. Continuing the journey by 

coach, the students were taken though France to Ypres, a 

large settlement in Belgium. The journey took just under 

10 hours and by the end I think it was fair to say that those 

aboard the coach were becoming somewhat restless.

On arrival, everyone unpacked and went for a classic 

Belgium meal in the hotel in which the group was based.

The following few days consisted of a variety of visits to 

key historical sites, museums and various war cemeteries.

One of the cemeteries visited was Tyne Cot cemetery. This 

was a sea of white stones which seemed to sit ever so 

peacefully atop the ground. The view from this cemetery 

was breathtaking and made some excellent photo 

opportunities. Each stone told a story of a patriotic soul 

who gave their life for the greater good of their country.

Another cemetery was visited but this one was entirely 

different. Langemark German cemetery had a more dark 

and eerie feel. It was located in a forest and contained 

several unmarked graves. The floor was a carpet of leaves 

and the stones were gloomy.

The group also went to a museum called Sanctuary Wood 

which came complete with a trench supplying the 

students a legitimate insight in to life on the front line. 

Inside the museum were a variety of items from the war 

giving the building a true, authentic feel.

The group also took part in the ceremony at the Menin 

Gate in Ypres. During this event, respects were paid to 

those that lost their lives in the war. There was a minutes 

silence and wreaths were laid.

Overall the trip was an excellent historical experience and 

I would recommend it to anyone.

Sam Dow - Year 10
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Year 9 History Department
Extended projects

In History a selection of Year 9 students were given the 

opportunity and challenge to develop their own interests 

and passion in the subject. Students had to identify a topic 

of their choice and write a 1000 -1500 essay.
 

The students spent several weeks independently 

researching their topic using a range of sources. Many 

students made good use of the ILC before writing the 

essay. The outcome was a set of diverse and truly 

fascinating essays!

Here is a sample of some of the questions:

• What influence did John Lilburne have on radical left   

 wing politics?

• How has font and typography changed and developed  

 over time?

• How has Flavian Amphitheatre influenced modern   

 architecture?

• Were the reasons the Bush administration gave for the  

 2003 US invasion of Iraq justified?

• Did man really land on the moon?

• Could organised crime lead to the ‘American Dream’ in  

 the prohibition era?

The work enabled students to develop vital skills of:

•  Research

•  Note taking

•  Problem solving

•  Project management

•  Question framing 

•  Analytical writing 

Spelling Bee
Who will beeeee triumphant?

In January the Year 7 Spelling Bee competition began 

with much anticipation. Competitors were given 50 

words to learn over a two week period to be tested on in 

a knockout round one. Words were commonly 

mis-spelled subject specific words meaning the pupils 

were learning whilst having fun!

The first round of the competition arrived. Nervously 

the competitors took their places in the ILC awaiting the 

word that they were to spell. One incorrect spelling and 

they were out!

After a well-played first round the pupils were whittled 

down and given their next set of 50 words to learn and 

practise.

Tension started to build at the beginning of the second 

round as the competitors knew that one false move and 

their place in the final would be lost. One by one our 

spellers, overcome with nerves, were knocked out until 

we were left with our three finalists: Charlie O’Brien 

(T-SMK), Louis Lee (T-SMK) and Austin Neal (S-NBL).

The final was to be much more difficult. In the first 

round of the final the fearless spellers re-visited the 

hundred words from the first two rounds, but this time 

against the clock. At the end of the round Austin was 

eliminated leaving Charlie and Louis to battle head to 

head. Twenty new words were shown to the spellers, 

each having 10 seconds to look at the word and 

remember how to spell it. In turn they would spell a 

word selected at random. Both fought valiantly as 

neither speller spelt a word incorrectly resulting in a 

spell off! This time the boys weren’t given the 

opportunity to see the word before they were asked to 

spell it. Finger nails were bitten and cheers of support 

were given from the crowd for both the competitors. 

After a gripping spell off, eventually, Charlie was 

crowned Year 7 Spelling Bee champion.

All competitors were fantastic and Miss Wallace was 

amazingly proud of each and every one of them!



Staff Meal Food Room
Year 10 GCSE catering students

Each year the Year 10 catering students who have 

shown hard work and commitment to their studies are 

chosen to take part in the annual staff meal. They take 

a day off time table and spend it in the food room 

preparing, cooking and serving a meal for staff they 

have invited.

This prestigious event is highly regarded by staff and 

students alike. It is a great honour to be invited as a 

member of staff, as numbers are limited. Students who 

take part have a great day and learn many skills which 

help them in their studies.

In Year 9 the students work on a Multicultural project. 

They have to research the food culture of a country. 

Each student is given a different country. Students are 

encouraged to carry out primary and secondary 

research and they then present their findings to the 

rest of the group. This project is completed by all 

students bringing in an item of food linked to the 

country they have studied and the class have a 

Multicultural Buffet.

Languages
This year the school subscribed to the 

thisislanguage.com website. This interactive resource 

allows students to select from hundreds of different 

videos, listening to real French, German and Spanish 

speakers to develop their listening skills. All the videos 

relate to the GCSE topics and really stretch pupils’ 

comprehension skills through the accompanying 

activities.

A second aspect of the site that students have enjoyed 

has been Nutty Tilez: an interactive game that builds 

vocabulary through a system of levels. Some pupils 

entered the international Nutty Tilez competition. We 

were delighted when Rebecca in Y11 came fourth out 

of all students from the participating schools around 

the world!
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Maths Department
Our year 7 and 8 pupils did themselves and the school proud 

in May when nine of them competed in the UK Junior 

Mathematical Challenge and won Gold, Silver and Bronze 

Certificates.

The expert mathematicians are Alesha Heald, Conor James, 

Sophia Rothwell-Wild, Ewan Simpson, and Charlotte Pilling 

of year 8, and Toki Aso, Nishan Khajuria, Charlie O’Brien, and 

Lucy Wilcock of year 7.

Charlie and Ewan won a bronze certificate, Sophia a silver, 

and Conor and Toki gold certificates.

Conor also won best in school and with a score in the top 

2.5% across the whole competition has been entered for the 

follow-up Junior Kangeroo challenge.

The Junior Maths Challenge encourages mathematical 

reasoning, precision of thought and fluency in using 

mathematical techniques to solve interesting problems. It is 

run by the UK Mathematics Trust and is aimed at Year 7 and 

8 pupils.

Our talented group could use their skills to contribute to the 

development of the modern world where scientific and 

technical achievements – such as iPods, cash machines, jet 

English Department

engines and telecommunications – are underpinned by  

mathematics.

Congratulations to them all, they are an inspiration!

From left to right: Ewan Simpson, Conor James, Alesha Heald, 

Nishan Khajuria, Charlotte Pilling, Charlie O’Brien, Lucy 

Wilcock, Sophia Rothwell-Wild, and Toki Aso. 
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English Embraces the Changes

What a year it’s been in our subject! A lot of changes 

have been introduced to the way that English is 

taught throughout all the Key Stages, from Year 7, 

all the way up to Key Stage 4. The English 

curriculum has had a huge overhaul, with GCSEs 

being made a lot more challenging, and Years 7 to 9 

no longer using ‘Levels’.
 

At GCSE, with the outgoing Year 11s, we said a sad 

farewell to George and Lennie for the last time, as 

the English teacher’s favourite, ‘Of Mice and Men’, 

was taken off the syllabus. In its place, the Year 10s 

have welcome the “clutching, covetous old sinner” 

Scrooge into their lives, with ‘A Christmas Carol’ 

being adopted as our 19th Century novel.
 

One of the biggest changes to the English 

Literature GCSE from previous years is that the 

exams are now ‘closed book’ – the students are no 

longer allowed to take their books into the exam. As 

such, not only do they have to know the plots, the 

characters, the themes and the backgrounds to the 

books, they will have to learn a lot of quotes off by 

heart, too. The Year 10s have been fantastic at this. 

Not only can they tell you why Dickens wrote the 

novel, they can tell you that Scrooge is as “solitary as 

an oyster”, and what that suggests about the old 

miser. (He refuses to open up, lives alone in the dark 

and the cold, but may have a pearl hidden inside… 

you get the idea!)

To help them memorise key quotes from both ‘A 

Christmas Carol’ and ‘Romeo and Juliet’, 10x1 have 

been creating Quote Hangers, where important 

lines get dangled from the ceiling. Their creative 

sides don’t stop there: they’ve been making 

storyboards of the plots, featuring themselves in 

photographs, recreating key scenes.
 

There’s been some great work done for GCSE 

English Language, too. Our Year 10s have been 

developing their story writing skills for Component 

One of the course, and there have been some 

heated discussions with the topic of capital 

punishment being debated in our classrooms. We 

have found even the quietest of our students have 

had a lot to say on that one!

Both GCSE English Language and GCSE English 

Literature are more difficult than ever, and as a 

result, Key Stage 3 has had to adjust accordingly. 

With Levels now obsolete in English, at Baines we 

made the decision to adopt the Lancashire 

assessment model, which bands pupils from A at 

the bottom, to the difficult-to-attain band D at the 

top. It also ensures that pupils are learning the skills 

required for the demands of the new GCSE as soon 

as possible – even from Year 7.

The pupils have responded brilliantly to this, to 

prepare them as they enter Key Stage 4. Vicky Chu 

in Year 9 wrote an incredibly descriptive, 

atmospheric and immersive piece, based on the 

battle between Scotland and Norway from the start 
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English Department Cont.
of ‘Macbeth’. The English staff moderated this as a 

band D piece of work, so impressive was her control 

of her writing. In another group, Amelia 

Leadbetter’s advice on how the actor should play 

the part of Caliban in ‘The Tempest’ was superb.
 

Some great pieces of work have been produced by 

our Year 8s, too. Tamzin Kay McLean wrote an 

entertaining celebrity news article on the wedding 

of the year between Taylor Swift and One 

Direction’s Louis Tomlinson (don’t worry, you didn’t 

miss this fictional event!).  Meanwhile, the Science 

Fiction unit saw Alice Hurt write and design a 

fantastic information leaflet with a twist: a guide to 

2016, written for any 15th Century time travellers! 

Through the same topic, cloning has been a hot 

topic for debate, with Conor James writing and 

delivering a great speech, and Marcus Jolly writing 

a very persuasive essay. Both argued in favour, by 

the way.

The Year 7s have been brilliant and they have hit the 

ground running. We have been working on a range 

of themes throughout the year. Our Superhero unit 

had the pupils studying characters from Voldemort 

to Beowulf, and writing letters to President Obama 

to repeal the ban on The Incredibles. They have also 

been reading some classic gothic horror such as 

‘Dracula’, and then writing their own terrifying 

gothic story openings. Eve Roddy’s tale of 

somebody taking shelter from a storm in the 

deserted remains of St Mary’s School for Girls was 

very tense! 

Finally, a special mention has to go to our very own 

newshounds, the editors and journalists of ‘Nil Sine 

News’, the Baines student newspaper. Brad, Sam, 

Vicky, Freya and Jacob meet up every Wednesday 

and Friday lunchtime to write reports on the latest 

goings-on around the school in their own time, and 

they take a real pride in their work – and a buzz from 

seeing it in print.
 

Change can be unsettling, but in English, we have 

found the new challenges to be a real opportunity 

for our pupils to thrive. So much hard work has 

gone on in the classroom, in the ILC, and at home. 

Whether reading, writing or speaking, Baines 

students are proving themselves to be a very 

talented group in English! 

Mr Davies

Subject Leader, English

Alice Hurt’s (Year 9) Time Traveller’s Guide to The 

Future (aka 2016!).

Henry Potts (Year 7) summarising the very 

complicated plot of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ – 

in 20 seconds! 

Chilling! Eve Roddy 

(Year 7), with her 

ghoulish gothic story 

opening.

Jed Lang (Year 9),

who has worked hard

to meet his targets, 

comparing war poetry.

Year 10 storyboard

the plot of ‘Romeo

and Juliet’. Spot the 

balcony scene!

Stop the press! Co-Editor 

Brad Patisso (Year 10) 

with the latest edition

of Nil Sine News



Science Department
STEM club achieves regional acess

Baines School's newly formed Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) club meets 

every Monday after school, and the club's participants 

enjoy fun, engaging and interesting experiments such 

as playing with non-Newtonian fluid, making 

volcanoes out of cola and Mento's, and learning how 

to make traditional Cartesian divers. Notwithstanding 

that it was their first year in existence, the club recently 

enjoyed success by winning the regional STEM club of 

the year award and coming third in the regional STEM 

Skills competition.

Two Year 10 STEM club members, William Pickles and 

Cain Donnelly, represented the school at the regional 

STEM club of the year competition, where they 

showcased the club and triumphed, winning £2000 

for the school and a magnificent sense of 

achievement. Cain noted "It was a real opportunity to 

present the school in a positive light and I thoroughly 

enjoyed learning what other STEM clubs had been up 

to".
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The competitors for the school's entry in the STEM 

Skills competition were William Pickles, Samuel Dow, 

Wil Farley and Cain Donnelly, and they had to design 

and subsequently build a working catapult to fire a 

projectile at a remote target. They achieved a 3rd 

place finish in the finals, and William commented, "it 

was a fantastic experience and I particularly enjoyed 

applying my learning in the pressure cooker 

environment of inter-schools competition." 

Geography Department
Year 7 and their volcanic homework

During the Summer term the Year 7 students have been 

producing a variety of takeaway homework tasks for 

Geography. With this students are given a choice of 

homework tasks that develop a variety of skills. We have 

seen a diverse range of volcano models, from paper 

mache, to clay, and some were even edible and made out 

of cake or icing; much to the other pupils delight!

The creativity of the Year 7s has been really impressive, 

and the homework tasks have allowed the pupils to show 

their other talents, like making videos, cooking, and 

creating artistic posters and diagrams.  It’s great to see the 

pupils so enthusiastic about homework!

Miss Spore and classes 7B and 7E. 
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Geography Field Trip
During the second week of June, one Year 10 Geography 

class per day was ferried north along the M6 courtesy of 

Archway Travel, where they thoroughly enjoyed a day in 

the Lake District completing surveys, questionnaires and 

field sketches as part of their GCSE controlled assessment. 

Our task was to evaluate whether the large volume of 

tourists to Bowness-on-Windermere, place pressure on the 

town and it's environment.  This is especially important as 

Bowness is one of the main honeypot sites in the South 

Lakes.

Everyone recognised what this delightful lakeside town 

had to offer; from the ice cream parlour to the Costa coffee, 

via enchanting lakeside views and a pleasant array of 

shops and other attractions such as the pebbled beach 

and its numerous resident and resplendent semi-tame 

swans.

At the end of each day, the tired students journeyed home 

having had a fantastic time, and reflecting, that despite the 

ever present rain clouds threatening to spoil everybody's 

fun, that there is good reason for Bowness-on-Windermere 

to be considered to be the Lake District's crown jewel, with 

Bowness - Lake Windermere - Honeypot Geography

Drawn From Youth Art Exhibition

This year, in our Geography Field Trip we visited the 

Trough of Bowland to investigate the River Wyre and 

worked at 10 different sites along its course. Our task was 

to collect data for our exam where we were tested on what 

we investigated, the changes in the river channel and how 

that downstream the river becomes faster, wider, deeper 

and more efficient. To back this up we used evidence from 

a variety of different tests we undertook at 10 sites on the 

River Wyre.

We waded in the river and only had two accidents, where 

Ben's phone joined us in the river for a wade and a minibus 

puncture. It was an interesting day with good weather 

(which was lucky). The research that we gathered helped 

prove our hypothesis and improved our team work and 

Geographical skills. We also repeated measurements to 

ensure our results were as accurate as possible.

On the day we used a variety of techniques that we hadn't 

done before including using floats (corks) to measure the 

speed that the water in the channel was moving which we 

The Trough of Bowland

did at 100 metre intervals or so in the upper section of the 

river to give us an accurate idea of how the river becomes 

faster as we move downstream. We also measured the 

depth of the river channel (at regular points across its 

width, at each site); this allowed us to plot a cross section 

of what the channel looked like when we went back to the 

classroom. It also allowed us to see how the shape and size 

of the channel changes as you move down river. Going out 

and doing these measurements was really useful as it's far 

easier to explain something in an exam when you've done 

it yourself!

All in all it was a good day of interesting research that 

helped greatly with the recent exam. Thanks to the 

Department for a good day out and for the opportunity to 

work beyond the classroom.

Nathaniel Read, Year 12

next to no litter, wide, open footpaths and little sign of any 

socio-economic deprivation. In addition, there was 

universal agreement that Bowness-on-Windermere had 

something to offer everyone. We are now able to use all 

the information we gathered to produce detailed 

controlled assessments over the next few months.

By: Cain Donnelly (Year 10).

The annual exhibition featuring the best A level Art work 

from across the Fylde opened at the Fylde Gallery in 

Booths, Lytham on Thursday 8 March. It featured work 

from all the sixth form centres/colleges on the Fylde and 

shows what the very best students can achieve. It was 

pleasing to see two students’ work from Baines being 

displayed, Ellie Bateman and Abi Wilkins, who received a 

highly commended award.

Mr.Biggs
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Creative Design
End of Year Show - 2016 

Young Artists Competition 2016

Students studying within Creative Design have recently 

exhibited their work in the ILC. Over a period of five days the 

exhibition was visited by many students and featured work 

from Art, Photography, Resistant Materials, Graphics, 

Product Design and Catering courses. The exhibition opened 

on the evening of Thursday 23 June, when many parents, 

students and other visitors took the opportunity to look at 

the wide variety of high quality work, which was widely 

praised by all those who saw it. Many of the pieces could 

have easily been seen in a commercial gallery. Many of the 

younger students, who visited the exhibition during their 

lessons, were inspired and motivated to work to these high 

standards and have their work exhibited in future years.

Mr Biggs

This the fifth year of this competition, which is organised 

by Blackpool and Fylde College, it is held in the new 

University Centre exhibition centre, on Bennett Avenue 

in Blackpool. The exhibition was opened on the evening 

of 4 May, by Nigel Brown, the Head of School for Arts and 

Crafts. In his opening speech he stressed how the 

creative industries are one of the massive growth areas in 

the economy and how students should consider a career 

in this field.

This year over 120 entries were received from 14 schools, 

from this 40 were selected for the exhibition. It was 

therefore very pleasing to report that two Year 10 pupils 

from Baines had work selected. Kelsey Horth took first 

place and she received a certificate and £100 voucher to 

be spent on materials from the University shop and 

another £100 for the school. Lisar Bailey also had her 

work displayed, both pieces were inspired by the sea 

shore and form part of their GCSE course. It was pleasing 

to see the pupils and parents at the opening and were a 

credit to the school.

Mr. Biggs
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As part of the Y9 Design Curriculum pupils complete a balancing sculpture project. The project aims to teach pupils 

about the properties of different materials and encourage them to become imaginative designers.

Each year they continue to produce work that is creative and original in its design. The work seen here has been 

completed by Eleanor Mason, Carla Ellis and Ellie Pomfret.

Mr. Biggs

This year’s Y11 students studying Graphic Products produced some impressive work for their controlled assignment. 

A wide range of projects were completed, that included a motor cycle game, promotional material for the Rugby 

World Cup and school music band.

The students used CAD software to design many aspects of their project and then the school’s 3D printer to actually 

make many of the parts, such as pieces for the games they had designed.

Mr. Biggs

Year 9 Design

Graphic Products
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Computing
Workshop

Dance Festival
Sparkling electronic paintings, live coded music , dancing 

robots and programmable t-shirts all made an 

appearance at this year’s ‘Girls in Computing’ workshop, 

hosted by the Lancaster University Computing 

department. 6 year eight girls from Baines, together with 

80 girls from other North West schools, descended on the 

campus for a day that combined arts and crafts with 

electronics and code.
 

The workshop began with an introduction by Lucy 

Rogers, judge on the BBC2’s upcoming Robot Wars 

television series, who gave the girls with a fascinating 

insight in her own colourful career in Computing; a 

meandering journey across the globe that included 

everything from developing a cable car system for 

Nepalese communities, through to animatronic 

dinosaurs in an Isle of Wight theme park. The rest of the 

morning session was spend in a haze of Blue Peter style 

maker activity as the students created the hardware for 

their project. Depending on which room you chose to 

visit, you would be greeted by frantic sewing, painting, 

drilling or music making.

After lunch  the student shifted their base of operations 

down to computer rooms, where they spent the 

afternoon coding their creations using a variety of block 

and text based languages, designed to help beginners 

learn the basics of coding. Once all the projects were fully 

coded and debugged, each student was given the 

opportunity to present their creation. Awards were then 

given for the best projects and Darrianne Westhead was 

delighted that her robot Barbara won the  ‘Best dancing 

robot’ award.
 

The students thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to 

experience a new aspect of Computing that they had 

never seen before and the whole day was great success!
 

Mr West

Computing Department

On Tuesday 24th November 2016, 39 students from year 7 to 

11, represented Baines in the Wyre and Fylde Dance festival 

at the Winter Gardens. The theme this year was based around 

significant times in history, and we focussed on Martin Luther 

King's speech "I have a dream" which described a vision for 

racial equality in America, which inspired millions of people.

The festival is in its sixth year, and it is organised in 

conjunction with the Hilton Hotel group.

The pupils practise every Friday evening after school with Mrs 

Perry. Their performance on the evening was excellent and 

was voted as one of the top three performances in a report on 

the festival by the Gazette.

Well done to everyone involved!

Beats Drama
Competition

Mrs Eadon Sinkinson and the Year 10 GCSE Drama 

group headed to Preston Charter Theatre on Tuesday 

8th March to take part in the annual ‘The Beats’ 

competition in conjunction with Lancashire 

Constabulary to raise awareness about Road Safety.

Months of hard work went into preparing an original 

piece which tackled a range of concerns with regards to 

young people and road traffic accidents. Some of the 

sketches involved the dangers of drink-driving, driving 

whilst using mobile phones and underage joy riding 

with all pupils dealing with the issues in a sensitive and 

mature manner. The 18 pupils were outstanding 

throughout the day and although they didn’t place in 

the competition, they most definitely did themselves 

and Baines School proud!
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Athletic Stars
On Saturday 11th June five of our pupils were selected to 

represent Wyre in the Lancashire Schools Athletic 

Championships at Robin Park in Wigan. The athletes 

competed in the following events;

James Smith, Junior Boys, 1500m

George Robinson, Inter Boys, 1500m

Jessica Aziz, Inter Girls, 200m

Gabby Jones, Inter Girls, 200m

Luke Halstead, Senior Boys, High Jump

Tom Manning, Inter Boys, Triple Jump, 3rd Place

Ben Southwell, Senior Boys, 100m, 7th Place

If successful at this event, the athletes had the chance to be 

selected to represent Lancashire in the prestigious English 

Schools Athletics Championships, being held in 

Birmingham this year on the 8th and 9th of July. The 

athletes had to finish in the top two in their individual 

events to qualify for the English Schools, but also with the 

qualifying time, distance or height required for this level of 

competition.

All the athletes performed exceptionally well; James 

finished 4th in the 1500m in a new PB time of 4.38.7 secs; 

George won the 1500m in a time of 4.30.70; Jessica won 

the 200m with a time of 27.1secs, and Gabby was 3rd in the 

200m with a time of 27.7. Although these are excellent 

performances, the times produced on the day, were 

unfortunately outside of the qualifying times needed to 

compete in the English Schools; some of the students 

however will have another opportunity in the same age 

group next year.

Luke Halstead however was able to take things a step 

further, winning the Senior Boys High Jump with a massive 

clearance of 1.90m. which was within the English Schools 

qualifying height.

Luke has now been selected to represent Lancashire 

against the best the Country has got to offer, in the High 

Jump. The English Schools Athletics Championships 

provides a well established platform for young athletes to 

launch their Junior International careers, and lots of our 

current athletic stars have progressed along this pathway.

We are so very proud of all of our athletes for competing so 

well at this high level, but in particular for Luke and his 

tremendous achievement.

We wish him all the very best for the English Schools in 

July, and for his future athletic career.

Mrs Blackwell

LANCASHIRE SUCCESS FOR BAINES ATHLETIC STARS

County Swimmers
Tilly Bowie Year 10

Qualified for the Lancashire County Championships.

15th out of 800 swimmers in the Great North swim.

7th in the Ullswater Lake swim.

1st placed female in the Coniston  Lake swim.

Lauren Rainford Reid Year 10

Silver medallist in 800m Freestyle at Lancashire County 

Championships.

Qualified for the Regional Championships - 11th place in 

800m Freestyle

Ellie Pomfret - Year 9

Qualified for Lancashire County Championships - finalist 

in the Individual Medley.

Qualified for Regional Championships - gained 3 

personal bests in 50 Freestyle; 50 Backstroke and 50 Fly.
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Isabella Lyons  Year 7 competed at the Rhythmic 

Gymnastic British Open Championships in March of 

this year and won a silver and bronze medal.   She 

also competed at the North West Championships 

and holds the overall under 12 champion title.  

Isabella has qualified to compete at the English and 

British Championships this Summer and is also a 

member of the GB Rhythmic squad.

Gymnastics
RHIANNA PARKER - YEAR 8

I began my Brazilian Jiu Jitsu 7 years ago when 

I was 6. The gym I go to is very supportive of all 

of my achievements and they make me 

physically and mentally train hard. I train 5 

times a week, putting in as much effort as I 

can. The gym that I go to is called Enigma.

Since I was 7 I have been competing all over 

the world in places like California, Brazil and all 

over the UK.

Here are some of my biggest achievements to 

date:

5 x British Gold Champion consecutively.

3rd best in the world x 2.

Irish Gold Champion.

Scottish Gold Champion.

UMA Gold Champion x 2.

Grapple Nation Gold Champion.

European Gold Champion also x 2 silver in 

absolute catagory of the European 

Championships.

All of these achivements got me selected for 

the UK Kids Elite Team which travel all over the 

world. At the Elite Squad we train with top 

world champion black belts.

I am a green belt now which is the highest of 

the junior belts and because I have competed 

internationally I am eligible to become a blue 

belt at the age of 15. I am very proud of all of 

my achievements and I am looking forward to 

persuing a life long career in BJJ.

By Rhianna Parker

Jujitsu

YEAR 10 GIRLS DO THE DOUBLE!!!!

The Year 10 girls are Wyre and Fylde, Netball league 

and tournament winners, and just missed out on 

representing Lancashire in the National Netball 

Finals; we are hoping for this accolade next year!!

The girls are also Wyre and Fylde Rounders league 

champions this year.

Names from left to right:

Molly Winston, Jessica Aziz, Ella Croft, Elles Daley, Beth 
Wareing, Emily Harrison, Ellie Baldwin; (others not in 
the picture; Anna McVicker, Zara Smith and Emma 
Gilfoyle)

Mrs Blackwell

Netball
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Thomas Manning Swimming 
Achievements 15/16

Selected to represent North West English Schools 

Swimming Team in September 2015, in the Annual 

National Championships. Swam in 3 events: 100 free 

(4th), 100 back (7th) and in a team relay (7th).

Competed at a variety of competitions throughout the 

year in a variety of events: ASA North West Region 

Winter & Summer Championships (1 silver), Lancashire 

County Championships (2 bronzes), Manchester Open 

International Meet (3 golds, 2 silvers), Edinburgh 

International Meet (1 silver + 2 finals), Derventio Open 

meet (silver & bronze) and Nova Centurions open meet 

(1 gold and 1 silver).

Tom’s highest achievement was qualifying for the 

National Winter Short Course Meet in December in 

Sheffield in 50m freestyle and competed against 

Britain's top swimmers of any age.

In addition, Tom has qualified for the ASA English 

Summer Championships in August in 3 events 

50/100/200m freestyle.

He swims for Blackpool Aquatics taking part in team 

events. The squad qualified for the North West Arena 

league final in Liverpool.

Tom has also won the North West School's biathlon in 

Lancaster, but could not attend the final in London as 

he was in Belgium on a school trip.

Swimming

PE
Woodhall Spa Golf Trip

Tom Blackhurst and brothers Louis and Harvey 

Talarczyk led Baines to the English schools’ team 

championship on the Bracken course at Woodhall Spa.

The trio from the Poulton school scored 75 points to 

win the prized salver that went to the young victors.

They beat Lode Heath School, from Solihull in the West 

Midlands, and Standish High, near Wigan who both 

had 73 points.

“This is a first for our school,” said Baines physical 

education teacher Dan Vernon.

“I’m very proud of them.”

Golf is on the curriculum at the school but this is the 

first Baines team to win through to the national final as 

they made it a victorious debut.

Louis, 15, led the way for the team with 40 points – 

which also won the individual prize – and was 

supported by Tom, a four-handicapper who 

contributed 35 points.
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Red Marsh Special School - 
Community Link

A group of students from Red Marsh Special School came 

into Baines School every Tuesday for a half term block.

They were coming to gain some experience on our 

Olympic size trampolines. The children had varying 

additional needs and needed help and support from 20 

Baines students who volunteered to stay after school.

“We got on to the trampolines and helped with the children 

develop their confidence for everyday life while really 

enjoying the whole experience of working together.”

When the pupils got to Baines, Matthew Whittle (Year 8) 

did an excellent warm up for each session and got 

everyone ready for the trampolines. We then taught them 

lots of different skills on the trampoline for example, seat 

drops, front drops, back drops and for some we even 

taught them three quarter turnovers. Although they had 

fun and made memories it was felt that they should also 

receive a certificate for their performance and 

participation.

A truly fantastic experience. A big thank you for all the 

volunteers and to Red Marsh School.

Jessica Wright – Year 8

JESSICA WRIGHT YEAR 8

Jessica has been trampolining since March 2015 and has 

made outstanding progress.

She initially went for recreational bouncing and then tried 

out for the Flyers squad after 3 weeks and gained her place 

with them.

Her first few competitions were friendlies and due to her 

success (Gold, Gold and Gold!) she then progressed onto 

the NDP (National Development Programme) 

competitions. Jessica demonstrated that not only could 

she perform but held her nerve at these high level 

competitions.

Jessica qualified at both NDP levels 3 and 4 to represent 

the North West and chose to enter at level 3 as this was the 

higher of her scores.

In May 2016 she represented the North West at the 

regional finals, which was also a qualifier for the British 

finals. Jessica came forth and is now going as an individual 

to represent herself. Good luck Jessica Wright!!
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On Monday 27th June the Year 7 and Year 9 Rounders 

teams represented Baines in the district Rounders 

Tournament at a very windy Rossall School. There were 

10 schools competing in each age group.

Both teams from Baines played exceptionally well on 

very flat, fast pitches, and in extremely windy conditions, 

to make the final in their respective age groups.

Both finals were Baines School against Rossall. 

Unfortunately, despite playing really well the teams 

were closely beaten, mainly as a result of very strong 

batting from the Rossall girls.

Still a tremendous achievement for all concerned.

Well done girls!!!

Rounders

Trampolining

School Club, with 
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Travel & Tourism

Trip to Nepal

We’re all going on a Summer Holiday!

Students in Year 10 who are studying Travel and Tourism 

are busy planning their own summer holidays for families 

with children within Europe as part of their BTEC course. 

Learning is coming to life for this group as they act as 

travel agents in carefully planning itineraries for 

customers that meet the customer’s needs and 

demonstrate their own organisational and planning skills.

It has been fantastic to see the students using real 

situations to plan real holidays and building the skills 

required to research material in a very crowded market. 

There is also some healthy competition to see who can 

meet the needs of their customer in the most 

comprehensive way.

The young people are looking forward to tackling the next 

customer which is a honeymoon couple when they will 

Each year Baines School in collaboration with St Mary's 

High School in Blackpool has organized an exciting trip to 

Nepal for our students in year 11 and sixth form.

Taking place over 2 weeks approximately 24 students plus 

staff visit the Himalayan kingdom each July, and 

undertake a variety of different projects linked to 

Shubhakamana Academy which is a school in the 

Kathmandu valley.

The Academy is a local village school catering for pupils 

years aged from kindergarten up to 16 years old. 

Shubhakamana Academy has been the focal point for 

much of our work over the years and in fact as a result of 

our involvement there are over 22 students sponsored by 

ourselves. These students are from the poorest families 

and they benefit from having their school fees, meals, 

books, uniforms, and transport paid for through our 

sponsorship programme.

Over the years as a result of Baines work at the Academy 

we have built a school hall, created a school library, 

painted classrooms, manufactured classroom furnishings 

and much else besides. Our students deliver classroom 

learning experiences for the Nepali students which are 

designed to enhance English language skills. Over 4 days 

our Baines students work closely in the classroom with  

children of all ages teaching communication skills which 

are so important in Nepal today.

The visit is not of course all school based because there is 

much sightseeing to be done. We visit a variety of Hindu 

and Buddhist sites which give an insight in to the rich 

spiritual heritage of the region and there is ample 

opportunity to sample the delights of shopping in the 

crowded streets of Kathmandu.

At the end of the trip we leave the Kathmandu valley and 

head to Chitwan National Park which is located in the 

south of the country in a sub tropical jungle region. There 

we ride elephants, spot wild life from dug out canoes and 

go on a jeep safari. There are always rhinos to be seen 

together with quite a number of crocodiles and 

sometimes  even leopard, tigers and bears.

This is an amazing experience for our students. In some 

cases it is a life changing one. It is certainly life enhancing 

and gives a wonderful insight into a culture which is so 

very different from our own. This year will be quite a 

challenging visit because Nepal is still recovering from the 

earthquake which claimed so many lives and devastated 

many regions of the country.

The support which our visit provides for Shubhakamana 

Academy and the families of the children there will be 

especially important this time.

Ross Raeburn

start to explore the options for a wealthy couple on a 

worldwide trip of a lifetime. Will it be safari in the Serengeti, 

beaches in Bali or a cruise in the Caribbean?
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Yr 10 Austrian Ski Trip
February half term saw 42, Year 10 pupils, and 5 brave staff 

embark upon Baines School’s annual, Year 10, ski trip to 

Austria. Setting off at 6am on the first day, the group 

travelled by coach and boat for over 24 hours before 

reaching their destination, the resort of Werfenweng.

Everyone enjoyed the first day on the slopes, some testing 

their ski legs for the first time and some simply refreshing 

their ski muscle memory. Most of the group were first time 

skiers, so they were relieved to find that Werfenweng is an 

established ski resort which caters for skiers of all 

standards. This was Oliver Medhurst's first ski trip and at 

the end of the first day he commented, "I have a few 

bumps and bruises but I feel as though I have made good 

progress."

The accommodation was a school friendly hotel where the 

food was excellent and plentiful, and the common room 

downstairs was perfect as it was home to table tennis, a 

sound system and table football.

Although everyone was exhausted, each evening the 

group enjoyed a variety of entertainment including a 

night at an outdoor swimming pool, an ice hockey match 

and some fantastic karaoke.

One night in particular all 42 now accomplished skiers 

crowded into the room for the Baines School 2016 Table 

Tennis Championship, where Joseph Neath was crowned 

champion.

After 9 fun filled days, the group retraced their steps over a 

similar timespan to the outward journey, and arrived back 

safe and sound with memories and friendships for life.


